### Parking

Students who drive to campus are issued a Night/Weekend "S" permit. Your pass is valid for each semester, and you will be issued a new one at the beginning of every semester.

**Where/when you can park:**
- "S" lots after 3:30pm (M-F) all lots after 5pm; all day Saturday & Sunday
- Refer to the parking map on reverse side for available campus lots
- Lost permits: can be purchased from the Program Office for a $35 fee

**NOTE:**
- Please be mindful that we are part of the larger UC Berkeley community and there are frequently other events on campus and construction that may affect parking availability. We strongly encourage you to arrive early to give yourself alternatives to park.
- Carefully read parking signs; the program office is not responsible for any parking violations students may incur.

**Cañada College/Silicon Valley Campus:** Parking is FREE at the Cañada College campus.

### Evening Shuttles

All evening shuttles leave from their pick-up locations Monday-Thursday at exactly 4:15pm to ensure arrival at Haas in time for class. Both shuttles leave the Haas School of Business Piedmont Avenue loading zone after class at 9:45pm and return to the South Bay and Peninsula shuttle stops.

**Pickup locations:**

- **South Bay:**
  - Mission College at 3000 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054
  - The shuttle leaves from the back of Lot A. Park near the back of Lots A & B.

- **Peninsula:**
  - Costco Parking Lot at 1000 North Rengstorff Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043
  - The shuttle will pick up students in front of the McDonald's near the Leghorn side

**Note:** Shuttle pick-up locations are subject to change

### Public Transportation

**AC Transit**
- FREE for all UC Berkeley students w/valid Cal Photo ID and class pass sticker (available at the end of August in Program Office).

**BART**
- Exit at Downtown Berkeley station
- 15-20 minute walk to Haas
- The Bear Transit Perimeter ("P") shuttle stops in front of Haas

**Note:** The Mountain View evening shuttle can stop at the Downtown BART station after class by request

### UC Berkeley Transportation Resources

**Perimeter Shuttles ("P" Line)**
- FREE for all UC Berkeley students w/valid Cal Photo ID and class pass sticker ($1 w/o ID).
- Pickup at the corner of Shattuck & Addison (labeled as Bear Transit “Perimeter Line”)
- Runs every 15 minutes from 6:45am-7:30pm
- Schedule: [http://pt.berkeley.edu/around/transit/routes/](http://pt.berkeley.edu/around/transit/routes/)

**BearWALK**

After 7:30pm, you can walk with a Community Service Officer -- a uniformed student employee who is trained in non-confrontational safety techniques, and carries a police radio.

Make a request (CalNet ID required):
- [bearwalk.berkeley.edu](http://bearwalk.berkeley.edu)
- 510.642.9255
- Requests should be made about 15 minutes before desired pick up
Parking near Haas

Evening/Weekend parking times:
1. **Boalt** (C) – M-F valid after 5pm, weekends all day
2. **Bancroft** (C) – M-F valid after 5pm, weekends all day
3. **Underhill** (C, F, S) – M-F valid after 3:30pm, weekends all day
4. **Bowles** (F) – M-F valid after 5pm, weekends all day

On **weekends**, the semester permits are valid all day (Except for football Saturdays and when lot is reserved for other special events).

Watch for reserved signs (For example, “C permit at all times” sign displayed in covered part of Boalt). “Reserved for Haas” does not apply for these permits.

*Display hang tag on rear view mirror and make sure that the semester sticker is clearly visible.*
Evening students who are not driving to Berkeley may take advantage of our shuttle service to and from campus. One shuttle picks up in the South Bay and the other in the Peninsula. Below are the details of each stop:

**South Bay:** The Evening South Bay shuttle leaves from Mission College (3000 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054). You must fill out a permit application and return the completed form to the Program Office. We will then issue you a static cling permit, which you must put on the lower left-hand side of your windshield.

Please park near back of Lots A and B. The shuttle will leave from the back of Lot A at exactly 4:15pm Monday through Thursday.
Peninsula: The Evening Peninsula Shuttle leaves the Costco Parking Lot at 1000 North Rengstorff Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043 at exactly 4:15pm Monday through Thursday. The shuttle will pick up students in front of the McDonald’s near the Leghorn side.

NOTE: There is no parking permit required for the Peninsula shuttle.

Both shuttles leave the Haas School of Business Piedmont Avenue loading zone after class at 9:45pm and return to the South Bay and Peninsula shuttle stops.